FOLIO: We offer a portfolio of nora® rubber flooring, LVT, and carpet tile and consult with you to match design and performance to every square foot of your facility. Interface Design Studio has created a group of supplementary assets that show how our system of products can be used in a variety of spaces demonstrating design flexibility, branding, and wayfinding capabilities in any space.
1) PRODUCT CLOUD COVER COLOR 105709 SAND  2) PRODUCT ICE BREAKER COLOR 106196 GARNET  3) PRODUCT ICE BREAKER COLOR 105782 CORNERSTONE  4) PRODUCT CUBIC COLOR 6397 PURPOSE  5) LVT PRODUCT STUDIO SET COLOR A01704 RED  6) LVT PRODUCT ARIES COLOR A01814 MUSHROOM  7) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5366 COBBLESTONE
1) PRODUCT PLATFORM COLOR 106918 POPPY  2) PRODUCT ICE BREAKER COLOR 106916 GARNET  3) PRODUCT SR799 COLOR 104915 KHAKI  4) LVT PRODUCT ARIES COLOR A01804 RED  5) LVT PRODUCT ARIES COLOR A01814 MUSHROOM  6) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAPLAN SENTICA COLOR 6507 OLD OAK  7) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAPLAN SENTICA COLOR 6515 BARBEQUE
1) PRODUCT CLOUD COVER COLOR 105715 DARK SKY  2) PRODUCT CUBIC COLOR 106079 PINNACLE  3) PRODUCT EXPOSED COLOR 8690 WATER MILL  4) PRODUCT TOYKO TEXTURE COLOR 106623 INDIGO  
5) PRODUCT OPEN AIR 404 ACCENT COLOR 107140 COBALT  6) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT GRANO COLOR 5307 FENUGREEK  7) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5367 TITANIUM
1) LVT PRODUCT STUDIO SET COLOR A00720 ROYAL BLUE  
2) LVT PRODUCT STUDIO SET COLOR A00702 PEWTER  
3) PRODUCT SR899 COLOR 104922 MIDNIGHT  
4) PRODUCT OPEN AIR 404 ACCENT COLOR 107140 COBALT  
5) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5367 TITANIUM
1) PRODUCT B P 411 COLOR 104662 DOVE/LIME  2) PRODUCT CLOUD COVER COLOR 106482 PEPPER  3) PRODUCT HONEY DO COLOR 105875 DEW  4) PRODUCT CUBIC COLOR 6387 DEPTH  5) PRODUCT THE STANDARD COLOR 106187 PERIDOT  6) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT GRANO COLOR 5302 ANGELICA ROOT  7) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT GRANO COLOR 5322 YLANG-YLAN  8) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT GRANO COLOR 5325 BALSAM
1) PRODUCT GROUNDWAVES VERSE COLOR 104899 COBALT COLORS  2) LVT PRODUCT SCORPIO COLOR A01717 PEWTER  3) LVT PRODUCT ARIES COLOR A01802 CHARTREUSE  4) LVT PRODUCT ARIES COLOR A01811 TURQUOISE  5) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5362 FLINT  6) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5368 GRANITE
1) PRODUCT NEIGHBORHOOD SMOOTH COLOR 105205 PERSIMMON SMOOTH
2) PRODUCT AE315 COLOR 105811 GREIGE/PERSIMMON
3) PRODUCT CUBIC COLOR 4288 GEOMETRY
4) LVT PRODUCT STUDIO SET COLOR A00702 PEWTER
5) LVT PRODUCT STUDIO SET COLOR A00701 SILVER LIGHT
6) LVT PRODUCT STUDIO SET COLOR A00716 ORANGE
7) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5361 PUMICE
8) RUBBER PRODUCT NORAMENT KIVO COLOR 5366 COBBLESTONE
All The Extras

Interface Support Services
We’re here to help from product design and floorplan layouts to installation, maintenance and more.

Interface Design Studio
Help create custom colors and styles, as well as create floorplans and other visualization tools

Interface and nora Technical Services
Available for consultations before, during, and after flooring installation, answering questions about subfloor testing, moisture abatement and more

Develop a comprehensive maintenance plan to ensure a long life on the floor

On-site consultations for installation or maintenance issues

Reclamation Programs
Interface’s ReEntry Program is available to help you responsibly dispose of used flooring and installation waste

nora’s Construction Waste Take-Back Program allows for the return of NEW waste and scrap material from installation

Stairtreads
nora stairwell solutions withstand heavy traffic, enhanced safety, and make a good impression even after a long period of use. Pair walk-off products in entryways or stairwells to complete the perfect floor.